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BMW is  sharing a look at a city for car lovers . Image credit: BMW

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

German automaker BMW is inviting drivers to a new world filled with its high-performing vehicles in a series of
videos about "M Town."

BMW's new series, streaming on YouTube, shows its M class of cars in elevated everyday settings, including a
coffee shop and a night out. The automaker is also encouraging consumers to bring a touch of the fictionalized
town to their own lives with social media activations.

Welcome to M Town
The M Town series makes the everyday a touch more extreme, since the town is designed to handle BMW M
vehicles.

In "Road Trip to M Town," a woman speeds down a race track in a gold BMW M5 Competition and flashes a smile at
a traffic camera. Once she arrives at the town toll, she is handed a photo identification card with the picture from the
traffic camera and an M Town passport.

BMW's M Town series is an over-the-top look at a car city come to life

"One Night in M Town" offers a tongue-in-cheek look at the city's edgier and seedier side.

A man arrives at a nightclub glowing with neon lights and uses his M Town passport to reserve a private room.
Instead of booking time with an exotic dancer, a BMW M850i appears, offering glimpses of the revving engine
underneath its hood for the man's enjoyment.

M Town is a place where an M4 Coupe can outrace a train engine approaching a railroad crossing, as seen in one
short video. When residents are waiting for their morning cup of coffee, they also drive in doughnuts around the
coffee drive-thru.
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A microsite for M Town includes a map with users' Instagram BMW M posts. Image credit: BMW

On a microsite for M Town, users can create their own M Town passports by uploading videos of their vehicles or
selecting their favorite BMW M model, which can then be downloaded and shared on social media. By registering
for the BMW M newsletter, consumers also have a chance to win a limited-edition leather M Town passport cover, as
seen in the shorts.

Drivers can also share images of their own M performance cars with the hashtag #M_Town to be included in an
interactive map that shows that M Town is all around. BMW has also made special M Town ringtones available for
download.

BMW efforts
BMW has been spotlighting its wide range of vehicle offerings in recent marketing efforts.

The automaker is also hoping to make more inroads in the booming luxury SUV market with its newest addition to
the X lineup.

Premium marques are turning to more sophisticated sport utility vehicles to attract affluent drivers at a time when car
ownership is becoming less of a given. To introduce the X7, BMW released an imaginative, non-narrative short film
that portrays the SUV as a luxurious escape (see story).

BMW also hinted at new capabilities for its all-electric i3 in a video promoting a simple but fulfilling lifestyle.

Electric vehicles have become more appealing to luxury buyers, but brands need to continue to show drivers how
these models combine innovation and power. As more luxury automakers begin to introduce their own EVs, it is
important for BMW to continue to improve its models and demonstrate these advances to consumers (see story).
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